Abstract-We present an estimation-theoretic analysis of motion compensation that, when used with fields of block-based motion vectors, leads to the development of overlapped block algorithms with improved compensation accuracy. Overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) is formulated as a probabilistic linear estimator of pixel intensities given the limited block motion information available to the decoder. Although overlapped techniques have been observed to reduce blocking artifacts in video coding, this analysis establishes for the first time how (and why) OBMC can offer substantial reductions in prediction error as well, even with no change in the encoder's search and no extra side information. Performance can be further enhanced with the use of state variable conditioning in the compensation process. We describe the design of optimized windows for OBMC. We also demonstrate how, with additional encoder complexity, a motion estimation algorithm optimized for OBMC offers further significant gains in compensation accuracy. Overall meansquare prediction improvements in the range of 16 to 40% (0.8 to 2.2 dB) are demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion-compensated video coding is based on an assumption that the intensity of each pixel in the current frame of a video sequence is related to the intensity of some pixel of a prior frame by the motion of objects in the scene. Unfortunately, the transmission overhead needed to inform the decoder of the true motion at every pixel in the image may far outweigh the advantages of motion compensation. Thus, all widely known low-rate video compression algorithms force the decoder to operate with only limited information about the motion in the scene. Block-based motion compensation is the most widely accepted approach used in standard algorithms [ 11-[3] . In block-based methods, the motion information available to the decoder is limited to one motion vector for each square (typically 16 x 16 pixel) block in the frame. This motion vector is often selected by the encoder to minimize the mean-squared prediction error. In most systems, each block motion vector is used in encoding and decoding for uniform block-wise displacement, predicting the value of the entire current block of pixels by the value of a displaced block from the previous frame. This motion representation method uses an implicit assumption that each block of pixels moves with uniform translational motion, and because this assumption often does not hold, the method is well known to produce block artifacts.
We propose an estimation-theoretic paradigm for analyzing and optimizing the performance of block-based motion compensation algorithms. Overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) is derived as a linear estimator of each pixel intensity, given that the only motion information available to the decoder is a set of block-based vectors.
OBMC predicts the current frame of a sequence by repositioning overlapping blocks of pixels from the previous frame, each weighted by some smooth window. The estimation-theoretic formulation leads directly to statistical techniques for optimized window design (OWD). Manuscript received April 15, 1993; revised February 20, 1994 . This work was supported by PictureTel Corp. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Dr. M. Ibrahim Sezan.
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Although other researchers [4] , [5] have observed that overlapped techniques can reduce the blocking artifacts associated with block motion compensation, this analysis establishes for the first time why OBMC can offer substantial reductions in motion-compensation error as well. The estimation-theoretic framework extends naturally to allow the use of state-variable conditioning (SVC) in motion compensation, further improving the compensation accuracy. Preliminary descriptions of our efforts on these topics have appeared in [I31 and [141. Having considered the motion compensation problem, we then turn our attention to the problem of optimized motion estimation (OME). The use of overlapped blocks for motion estimation has also been proposed in [6] , which noted that the method produced smoother motion fields while giving similar or lower prediction error than standard block-matching estimation (BME). Viewed within the estimation-theoretic paradigm for block-based motion compensation, the objective of motion estimation is to provide the decoder information that optimizes the performance of its prediction. This demonstrates that identifying optimal motion estimates for OBMC involves estimating a noncausally related motion field, and we propose an iterative procedure for solving this problem.
ESTIMATION-THEORETIC MOTION COMPENSATION
The standard paradigm views the transmitted motion vectors as deterministically specifying a motion field to be applied at the decoder: one that displaces all pixels in each block by a common vector. Alternatively, we propose to view the transmitted motion vectors as providing information about an underlying stochastic motion field. This information can be characterized by an inferred probability distribution modeling the decoder uncertainty about the true motion at each pixel, given the transmitted data. Motion compensation can then be described as the process of estimating the intensity of each pixel, with respect to this inferred probability distribution. Recognizing that a general optimal solution to the motion compensation problem may be prohibitively complex, the algorithms developed in this section are derived as optimal linear solutions.
Let each frame of an image sequence be defined on a 2-D rectangular lattice S of pixels with members denoted s = ( . r , y ) ' . Let 1,. (s) denote the intensity at pixel s of frame k of the sequence to be coded, and let In( s) denote the pixel intensity of the corresponding decoded frame. Let v = ( L r . A y ) T represent a motion vector, with U; denoting a motion vector for pixel s of frame k. We call a set of motion vectors {v$}s,s for all pixels in the lattice a pixel motion field and denote the entire field as V i . Let B denote a partition of s into a lattice of blocks with width 11-and height H (e.g., 16x 16). Let b = ( x " . y r o T denote a block from B, and let s' = ( x ' . y')T denote the pixel position within a block (i.e., relative to the block origin). To facilitate conversion between absolute pixel position s and relative pixel location within a block s', we define a 2 x 2 diagonal matrix A with diagonal elements Ii-and H such that s = s' + Ab, with .I.' = .r(niodulo)li7, and y' = y(iiiot1nlo)H. Denoting a motion vector encoded for block b in frame k as vi, we call the set of motion vectors { v i } b e s a block motion field for frame k and denote it as v;.
Motion-compensated codi?g involves using a motion representation to generate a prediction I n (s) for each pixel s and then encoding an approximation to the compensated frame difference (CFD)
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In contrast, an estimation-theoretic paradigm for motion compensation would view any data received by the decoder &k prior to the decoding of frame k as a source of information about the true motion field. This information allows us to define an a posteriori probability density function fs(u I &k ), specifying the probability that U is the correct vector to apply at s, given all information received by the decoder E k . In the context of block motion compensation, we specifically consider E k = V i , although E, could include other information, such as block motion fields from previous frames and residual difference data. Within this paradigm, ideal motion compensation would be defined as an optimal estimator of pixel intensity with respect to the probability density fs(u 1 EA). For example, the minimum mean-squared error estimate is the conditional expected value
(3)
The complexity involved in computing this estimate depends on both and hs(0,Ek) = 1. This approach corresponds to a probability density function that assigns probability one to u i and probability zero to all other vectors (it assumes the correct vector to apply at pixel s is known to be U! with absolute certainty).
The following sections develop predictors having the form of (4) while controlling computational complexity by limiting the size of the set b f : and by constraining the dependency of { h S ( i , & k ) } on E k .
These methods still suffer from suboptimalities (e.g., true occlusion and segmentation effects are ignored, the true a posteriori pdf is unknown, etc.). However, using the form of (4) yields an improvement over (2) since the new model removes the assumption that the coded block motion vector field is sufficient to exactly determine the true pixel-by-pixel motion vector field.
A. Overlapped Block Motion Compensation (OBMC)
Instead of restricting M i to consist of the single vector u t , we define M i to include motion vectors from blocks in some neighborhood of s. If we assume that both the image and the block motion field are realizations of a stationary process, the position of neighboring blocks (relative to b) and the best weights { h s ( i , & ) } to associate with vectors from those blocks should only depend on the relative pixel position within the block s' and not on the absolute pixel position s. For example, every pixel s in the upper left-hand comer of its respective block b should define M i to contain block vectors from a common set of neighborhood block positions (relative to b) and should define the same weights corresponding to each relative block position. The following section describes how to solve for these optimal weights as a function of pixel position within a block. Like the standard block-based algorithms, we limit complexity by constraining the weights { h s ( i , & ) } to be independent ofthe transmitteddataEk (i.e., { h~( i , & k ) } = {hs(i)}).(Note: Later, we will relax this last constraint when we incorporate state-variable conditioning in Section 11-C.)
It is important to note the equivalence between the motioncompensated prediction described in the previous paragraph and the overlapped block motion compensation proposed in [4] and [5] . Equation (4) presents motion compensation from the perspective of a single pixel, describing how a set of neighboring blocks' motion vectors contribute to the estimate of one pixel intensity. Equivalently, we can consider motion compensation from the perspective of a single motion vector, characterizing the contribution of one vector to estimating a set of pixel intensities. From this viewpoint, the described algorithm applies each motion vector to a large set of pixels (including pixels in neighboring blocks) and applies a windowing set of weights to the compensated pixel values. For a given motion vector u i , let us define wb to be an ordered set of pixels s ( j ) for which M i ( j ) includes U;:
where J' is a set of integer indices. The correspondence between ,U: and the set of weights { k s ( i , € k ) } c E I induces a similar correspondence between wb and a set of weights { w b ( j , & k ) } , E 3 , where the weights w b ( j , E k ) are defined in terms of {hs(i,&k)} such that
s ( i , E k ) . f o r U; = u t t j ) ( i ) .
The sets wb and {wb(j, & k ) } , E ;7 allow us to interpret the algorithm defined in this section as block motion compensation using overlapping windows. This algorithm is equivalent to OBMC [4], [5] , with Wb defining the support of the "overlapping window" and { w b ( j , & k ) } , E 9 defining the window shape. Assuming stationarity of the image and block motion field, the optimal window shape. should not depend on block location b. This is the same as the assertion that the weights { h s ( i , E k ) } should only depend on the relative pixel position within the block s' rather than the absolute pixel position s. In addition, since the weights { h S ( i , & k ) } are assumed to be independent of the transmitted data &k, we can write the window shape more simply: { w b ( j , E k ) } , E J = { w ( j ) } , E 3.
B. Optimized Window Design (OWD)
The previous section showed that, assuming image and motion field stationarity, the rule for determining the block motion vectors in M i should depend on the relative position within a block s' and not on the absolute pixel position s. Then, the prediction that generates i k ( s ' + Ab) is assigned a set of motion vectors M : for blocks in the neighborhood of b, i.e., blocks at locations in the set i.e., the motion vector set (7) and thus, a corresponding set of pixel intensities in the prior coded image. Given this displacement set, we can compute the meansquared error (MSE) prediction performance of any weighting vector hsl, where hs! is composed of elements { k s ( i , E k ) } z E Z, provided the relevant cross correlations are known. Define the cross correlation vector for pixel location s' between the prediction pixel intensities and the true pixel intensity as Ts, composed of elements Y s / ( i ) for
which is assumed invariant to the block location b in the frame (where E{.} denotes the expectation operator). Similarly, define also the autocorrelation matrix ds, composed of elements
The resulting mean-square prediction error is then given by Using orthogonality conditions, we obtain the MSE-optimal weight vector h;, = @i:Ts!.
(13)
Ordinarily, we wish to perform this optimization subject to a constraint suggested in [4] . We should constrain hs, so that in areas without motion (i.e., when all U'", b E , @, are zero), the prediction i k ( s ) must equal ik-l(s). This implies that the weight vector hsl should sum to 1, i.e.,
where U is a column vector of appropriate dimension with each element equal to one. Incorporating (14) in the optimization by using a Lagrange multiplier gives where the superscript c denotes the constrained optimization solution.
The performance of various window supports can be tested by measuring the correlation matrices for a large window size and selecting appropriate submatrices to compute the performance of each smaller window of interest. Symmetric motion assumptions can be used to form windows that are symmetric with respect to the location of pixels in a block quadrant by noting that the prediction of each quadrant of a block should be similar except for a mirroring of the weight vector.
C. State-Variable Conditioning (SVC)
In the previous section, we assumed that the weighting vector hst(Et) for a given s' was invariant to the transmitted data El, and that the set of motion vectors Mi was composed only of encoded motion vectors sent for blocks A?, in the neighborhood of b. We now remove these assumptions and show how the performance can benefit by using adaptive weightings and alternate motion vector sets. In theory, hst can be a function of the encoded data E L , and the set of motion vectors for the summation can include motion vectors other than those that have been explicitly encoded. Let C denote a classifier that operates on the encoded data to categorize the motion of a pixel s' in block b into one of iVc-classes. Denote the state variable g = C , b , ( € k ) as the output of the classifier C. We propose using NC different hsf values and using g to select the appropriate weight vector, which is denoted hst(g). Similarly, we may select a set of motion vectors M i ( g ) , which is dependent on g .
An excellent example of an application of state-variable conditioning is the use of loopjlters. It is common for areas with nonzero motion displacements to be convolved with a spatial loop filter kernel to reduce erroneous high-frequency image content [7] , [8] . In some cases, extra side information is sent to indicate when this filtering operation should be applied [2]. In fact, the operation of spatial convolution using a loop filter is functionally equivalent to using a weight vector hs, (g) containing the filter coefficients, a set of motion vectors ,Wi(g) containing an encoded vector and its value plus or minus the region of support of the filter, and a classifier C indicating whether or not (or to what degree) to apply the filtering. Similarly, any quantization error or other estimation error for the encoded motion vector is also amenable to using a motion density function model and the same type of linear-sum optimization. These issues were recognized by Girod, who also proposed using a motion-error pdf model for Wiener design of loop filters [7] , [8] , although he did not specifically consider making the filter dependent on the location of the pixel within a block.
For our purposes, the conditions that determine the loop filter decision become conditioning g on the weight vector hs,(g) and motion vector set M i ( g ) . A block overlap weighting can be jointly optimized with appropriate loop filtering to form an optimized hybrid of the two techniques. Many other systems could be proposed. For example, another hybrid method could be formed by adding motion vectors to M i ( g ) that were obtained by interpolating the motion vector field, as in [9] . Yet another alternative is to condition the weighting function on a tentative motion segmentation [ 101.
D. Optimized Motion Estimation (OME)
This section addresses the problem of optimizing the block motion field Vk for OBMC. Whereas standard block motion compensation allows each vector of V i to be optimized independently of all other vectors, OBMC creates an interdependence between motion vectors that makes such a decoupled optimization procedure suboptimal. Specifically, with OBMC, a given motion vector u i is applied to all pixels in the set w b , and the prediction error over wb is also a joint function of other motion vectors. Thus, the optimal U : depends on the vectors assigned to a set of neighboring blocks: U, E M : -U : .
In general, this specifies a noncausal neighborhood of! (i.e., there does not exist a block scanning order such that for every block b, every neighbor of b is scanned before b).
Because of the inherently noncausal character of motion estimation for OBMC, we propose the following iterative estimation search procedure for optimized motion estimation (OME), which is patterned after the iterated conditional modes (ICM) algorithm of Besag [ I l l for estimating random fields modeled by noncausal Markov random fields. For the windows we consider, the optimal motion vector for b depends on motion vectors assigned to the eight nearest neighbors of b. Consider a partition of B to four sublattices (B0.0, Bot3, Bl,o, and Bl,l, the subscripts denoting the least significant bits of the block indices) such that given any three of the sublattices, the vectors assigned to the fourth sublattice are conditionally independent. Initializing the block motion field with standard block matching estimation (BME), we iteratively refine the vectors of each sublattice, conditioned on the vectors of the other three sublattices, until the vector field converges. The conditional refinement of vectors of each sublattice is computed using a slight modification of BME techniques. 
Motion Search Algorithm
where w ( j ) are the weights defining the window shape. The OME algorithm described above depends on the window shape { W (~) }~E J used. Conversely, the OWD procedure described in Section 11-B begins with a fixed block motion field V i . Ideally, we would like to jointly optimize the window shape and the block motion field V i . Experiments are provided in Section 111 to study the benefits of iteratively repeating the window optimization and motion estimation procedures until the window converges. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Two sets of experiments were designed to test three classes of algorithms: 1) the conventional block-wise motion approach, 2) OBMC with various windows and motion estimates, and 3) OBMC incorporating SVC and loop filtering. The first set of experiments address the first two classes of algorithms, and the second set concentrates on the third. 
A. Test Conditions
All experiments used a block size of 16 x 16 and reflect the results of motion-compensating original frames only (no residual error encoding was performed). All tests used integer-searched block motion fields. Blocks on the border of the image were handled by assuming "phantom blocks" outside the image boundary with motion vectors equal to those of the border blocks and were allowed to have motion vectors that required extrapolation beyond the image boundaries. However, these border blocks were excluded from all test performance measurements so that the measurements would not depend on how the border regions were handled. The testing began in most cases with a f 1 5 full-search integer-pixel minimum-MSE block-matching estimation (BME). In tests using OME, each local search refinement consisted of testing all vectors in a &3 region around the prior vector estimate. All tests allowed final motion vectors only in a range of f 1 5 .
The test data set was chosen to simulate videoconferencing scenes scanned at 15 frames per second (fps). The primary criteria were complex and occlusive motion, detailed background if possible, low noise, reasonable motion speed, and suitableness for H.261 y x 64-like systems, which use 16 x 16 blocks and 352 x 288 images [2] . Weights were computed using a set of training sequences. A sequence outside the training set was used to evaluate the robustness of the methods for its intended use with stored weights. The training set consisted of 215 frames of a scene depicting a laboratory in which a seated person exhibited complex and occlusive motion in front of a detailed background, 100 frames of a scene of three people seated at a conference table with a flat background, and 100 frames of the standard "Claire" head-and-shoulders scene with a flat background (each at 15 fps). Because the Claire sequence has erroneous or zero content across its top and on its sides, only its bottom central 288 x 272 region was used. All other test sequences were 352 x 288. A version of the standard "Salesman" sequence (225 frames) was chosen for testing outside the training set because it includes complex and occlusive motion and a detailed background and is widely available for comparative research. Processing speed was enhanced by working on different frame transitions in parallel on networked Sun SPARCstations using "Linda" parallel-processing programs [ 121. All results are reported in terms of the average mean-square error (MSE) of the motion-compensated prediction, i.e., the average perpixel energy in the CFD where Zi is the number of CFD frames, and lIiSl is the total number of pixels in the summation over all CFD frames. Table I shows averaged results for the training sequences and for the Salesman test sequence. Each row of Table I shows results for a specified set of windowing weights. Each window is defined on a 32 x 32 pixel support (i.e., wb is a 32 X 32 square centered over block b). "Block Motion" is ordinary block-wise motion representation. If we order the 32 x 32 pixels of wb with a 2-D ordering denoted (U, v), the ad-hoc "Bilinear" and "Raised Cosine" windows are defined as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . "Initial OWD' is a window designed by OWD (per Section 11-B), with the design based on motion vectors estimated with exhaustive-search BME (see Fig. 3 ). "Iterated OWD' is the window (see Fig. 4 ) produced after four iterations of OWD followed by OME (per Section 11-D). The iterations and optimizations were performed using the training sequences and then were tested both for the training sequences and the Salesman test sequence (outside the training set).
B. Window Shape Tests
Each column of tabulated results corresponds to a different motion estimation method. "Standard BME' uses exhaustive-search blockmatching estimation. "Weighted" uses the motion estimation scheme suggested in [6], modifying the block-matching approach to incorporate a window. The overlapped window is applied to the block in the current frame, creating a template. The window is then applied at each search position in the previous frame, and the motion vector is selected as that position that best matches the template. Note that this scheme differs from the OME algorithm of Section 11-D, in that each vector is estimated independently of the others. "OME' uses motion vectors generated by the algorithm described in Section 11-D. Table I demonstrates that OBMC provides a 16-20% (0.8-1.0 dB) decrease in MSE compared with standard block-based motion compensation. When OWD was coupled with OME, a 2 6 3 3 % (1.3-1.7 dB) reduction in MSE was realized. The ad-hoc windows perform much better than the standard method but not as well as the OWD windows, and the weighted search method consistently yielded a slight MSE improvement over the standard BME.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the shapes of the Initial OWD and Iterated OWD windows used for Table I . The Initial OWD window shows a significant jump in window weights between pixels within the original 16 x 16 block b and pixels outside the block. This reflects the fact that during motion estimation, pixels in b were included in the BME cost minimization and the others were not, thus inducing a block structure in the autocorrelation matrix of (10). When the OME algorithm of Section 11-D is used to generate motion vectors, this distinction among pixels in wb is reduced. As a result, the Iterated OWD window is much smoother around the boundary of b.
Note that the windows created by optimized window design (the Initial OWD and Iterated OWD windows) are significantly less "peaked' than either the Bilinear or Raised Cosine windows and that significant weights are used even for the pixels at the border of the window. This indicates that the influence of a block's motion vector should ideally extend significantly beyond the nominal border of the block, more than would be indicated by the ad-hoc windows.
Window size and support are an important consideration in both the performance and computational complexity of OBMC. OWD windows were generated for the two window supports shown in Fig.  5 . The diamond-shaped support window, "Diamond OWD' (shown in Fig. 6 ) has the poorer performance of the two (the other is depicted in Fig. 3 ) and is not sufficient to eliminate blocking artifacts. However, it requires only one half the computations of the 32 x 32 window and is significantly better than the conventional block-motion method. Using the Diamond OWD window, we obtained an MSE of 15.66 within the training set and 14.24 on Salesman. A larger window overlap (the equivalent of a 48 x 48 window for 16 x 16 block motion) was considered for 8 x 8 block motion in [13] but showed little benefit in performance for its much higher complexity. Fig. 7 shows the convergence of the MSE over four iterations of OWD followed by OME. The zero iteration gives the result for a window optimized using vectors obtained with exhaustive-search BME. In each following iteration, the motion vectors are optimized with OME for the window being used. Fig. 7 shows that the MSE seems to have essentially converged after just three iterations.
C. State-Variable Conditioning (SVC) Tests
This set of experiments evaluates the benefits of state-variable conditioning (SVC) in OBMC. Experiments were conducted using Standard BME Initial OME Iterated OME Standard BME Initial OME Iterated OME ( i , El, ) assigned to these extra vectors implicitly define the coefficients of a spatially varying loop filter. Although A4; may contain as many as 36 (4 x 9) vectors, the actual number of vectors is less for any state with two or more "still" (zero motion vector) neighborhood blocks. Table I1 compares the performance of standard, overlapped, and SVC motion-compensation methods. The three rows of Table I1 correspond to 1) standard block motion compensation 2) OBMC with 32 x 32 pixel OWD 3) the SVC algorithm described in the previous paragraph. (The entries in the first two rows of Table I1 also appear in Table I .)
The three columns for each test source correspond to using motion vectors from 1) standard exhaustive-search BME 2) OME (Section 11-D) 3) iteratively refined OME with OWD for which the vectors and the window are iteratively optimized (with four iterations of OWD followed by OME). Basic OBMC realized improvements of 33% (1.7 dB) in the training set and 26% (1.3 dB) outside it, whereas the SVC method achieved 40% (2.2 dB) MSE reduction in the training set and 31% (1.6 dB) outside it.
D. Blocking Artifacts and Error Equalization
The experiments offer clear evidence of the other attractive feature of OBMC, namely, the reduction of block artifacts in the compensated image. Fig. 8 shows an amplified (by 6) closeup of the CFD image for one frame of the Salesman sequence. Besides offering a substantial reduction in MSE, OBMC generates a CFD image with no perceptible blocking. The removal of blocking artifacts can be viewed as an equalization of MSE across the block, and this view is supported by the block error statistics. Although the best basic OBMC algorithm with Iterated OWD and OME reduced overall MSE for the training set by 33% (1.7 dB), the performance at the block comers improved by 53% (3.2 dB). The equalization is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. Fig. 9 shows the average MSE distribution over the 16 x 16 blocks in the training set when using conventional block motion, and Fig.  10 shows the new error distribution when using the same motion vectors but with an optimized window.
For the Iterated OWD and OME state-conditioned algorithm, the performance at the block comers was improved by 64% (4.5 dB), and the average MSE for the comer pixels of moving blocks was reduced by 77% (6.4 dB). When a block was moving but the three neighboring blocks were not, the average error at the comer pixel of the block was reduced by a full 93% (11.6 dB).
IV. CONCLUSION
We have pointed out a major weakness of the conventional motion compensation paradigm-an assumption that the encoded information is sufficient to describe correct motion. Under scrutiny, the conventional paradigm fails to represent the actual encoding process. In the actual coding process, only a sparse motion field representation is sent to the decoder. We proposed using an estimation-theoretic paradigm for analyzing the decoding process with a more realistic model and showed how system performance can benefit from this approach. By approaching the decoding process as an estimation problem, we showed that the imperfections of the encoded motion representation can be analyzed by conceptually using an a posteriori pdf model for the decoder uncertainty.
When applied to systems in which a field of encoded block motion vector values is used, we showed that an estimation-theoretic analysis gives rise to OBMC, in which the window of the support region for each motion vector is equivalent to a set of coefficients for a linear estimator used in generating each predicted pixel intensity. This new model shows why OBMC can significantly improve prediction accuracy and how the window shapes can be optimized for the best performance. We also showed how further improvement can be obtained using state-variable conditioning and optimized search techniques to estimate the noncausally related field of encoded motion vectors. Relative improvements of 1 6 2 0 % (0.8-1.0 dB) were shown for simple OBMC schemes versus the conventional block-wise motion model. Using an optimized search method in combination with optimized window design gave improvements of up to 33%
(1.7 dB), and the further incorporation of state-variable conditioning yielded reductions of up to 40% (2.2 dB) in overall MSE. All the tested methods removed blocking artifacts in addition to improving the objective prediction performance.
